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EXAMINING OUR CLASSROOM CLIMATE, INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES, AND 
CURRICULUM 

 
Hidden gender biases in curricula, instruction, classroom climate, and the socialization of gender roles 
lead to inequitable STEM education for girls and for boys. What changes can be made to create a more 
equitable STEM learning environment for all students? This involves promoting female self-efficacy in 
STEM and challenging traditional stereotypes and biases in STEM. 
 
Take a moment to consider the following questions as you reflect on classroom climate, instructional 
practices, and curriculum with respect to gender equity: 
 
Climate  

1. How does the teacher build relationships and establish rapport with boys and girls? 
2. How is the classroom organized for students to engage in learning activities? Is it collaborative? 

Gender-inclusive? Do girls and boys participate and contribute equally in the lesson?  
3. Does the teacher encourage gender equity of voice and participation? 
4. Does the teacher encourage empowering behaviors for girls? Does the teacher discourage both 

female and male gender stereotypes in STEM? 
5. Does the teacher ask girls and boys equally complicated questions? During discussions, does the 

teacher inquire as diligently and deeply with female students as with male students? Is the 
teacher a “warm demander” holding the highest expectations of all students? (Gondek, 2005) 

6. Are there differences in behavior expectations (or repercussions?) for boys and girls? Are 
teachers as critical of all students?  

7. Do girls and boys collaborate in ways that reinforce gender biases? (e.g. whose ideas are pursued 
in group activities? Who is the group leader?)  

 
Instructional Practices  

1. How is the classroom organized for students to engage in math/science? Do girls and boys 
participate and contribute equally doing math/science?  

2. Are students engaged in student-centered, open-ended inquiry and problem-solving? Are girls in 
particular encouraged to engage in open-ended inquiry? Research indicates girls tend to engage in 
these types of activities less often than boys outside of school and that teachers tend to solve 
problems more often for girls than for boys (Gondek, 2005).  

3. Is the content relevant and connected to college, careers, and the real world? 
4. Are girls’ strengths called out in class? Are girls encouraged to be peer tutors?  
5. Does the classroom utilize a variety of instructional strategies and teaching methods (lecture, free 

exploration, experimentation, projects, and computer research)? 
 
Curriculum  

1. How do texts represent men and women in STEM? Are stereotypes or biases reinforced or 
presented in texts? 

2. Is the field of science or math emphasized as a cultural practice or as entirely objective/fact-
based? 

3. Are there extra-curricular opportunities to engage girls in STEM?  
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from: https://www.edutopia.org/blog/gender-equity-classroom-rebecca-alber and Gondek, R. (2005). 
Promoting gender equity in the science classroom. WEEA Equity Resource Center. 

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/gender-equity-classroom-rebecca-alber
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/gender-equity-classroom-rebecca-alber
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OBSERVATION NOTE CATCHER: EXAMINING OUR CLASSROOM CLIMATE, 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES, AND CURRICULUM 

 
Directions: Watch the video clip of the 8th grade math classroom from the TIMSS lesson study 
collection. Make note of observations of gender (in)equities observed.  
 
CLASSROOM CLIMATE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CURRICULUM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After watching the video, what feedback would you give to this teacher?  
START: 
 
 
STOP: 
 
 
CONTINUE: 
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STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE CLASSROOM CLIMATE, INSTRUCTIONAL 
PRACTICES, AND CURRICULUM 
 
Steps to take as a teacher to challenge gender biases in STEM classes: 
• Increase awareness of they way gender arises in your classroom and in instruction. 
• Expand schemas for yourself and students about who does STEM.  
• Be intentional in your instruction and interactions with students to encourage girls and 

challenge any stereotypes or biases that arise. 
• Speak up to advocate for girls in your school and community (and give girls an opportunity 

to speak for themselves) 
 
Ideas for improving gender equity in your classroom.  

1. If you find more male scientists and mathematicians featured in the textbook you use, do 
your own research and add more notable women to the mix. 

2. Use wait/think time deliberately. Instead of calling on the first or second hand, choose the 
fourth, fifth, or sixth. 

3. Be aware of the number of female students you call on. Be incredibly proactive in 
making sure that all students (regardless of gender, ethnicity, language, or learning 
ability) are equitably included in discussions and participation. 

4. Call out sexist notions or terminology in texts used in the classroom—for example, a 
textbook, magazine article, poem, research report, or blog post. You can also highlight 
any gender stereotypical language used by students in the classroom and use it to invite 
broader discussion. 

5. Videotape your classes and review your interactions with students. You could also invite 
a colleague to watch you teach and note which students are being asked questions, and 
what type of questions. 

6. Design a lesson or unit of study based on exploring issues of gender, self-image, and 
equality in STEM with your students. 

7. Design a community/family event to engage families in encouraging girls. 
 
Select resources for teachers: 

• 4000 Years of Women in Science;  http://www.astr.ua.edu/4000ws/  
• Association for Women in Science, https://www.awis.org/ 
• Campbell, P. & Storo, J. (1994). Making It Happen:  Pizza Parties, Chemistry Goddesses 

& Other Strategies that Work for Girls and Others.” http://www.campbell-
kibler.com/Pizza.pdf  

• Girls Incorporated, https://girlsinc.org/impact-categories/girls-in-stem/ 
• Girlstart, https://girlstart.org/our-programs/for-educators/ 
• Girls Who Code, https://girlswhocode.com/women-in-tech-lessonplans/ 
• National Girls Collaborative Project, https://ngcproject.org/engaging-girls-in-stem 
• Women in Engineering Proactive Network, https://www.wepan.org/  
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